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verted to this new use by taking off the treadles and chain 
gearing and replacing it v/ith the electric arrangements seen 
in the figure, but we understand that the designers, encour
aged by the success of the converted vehicle, are at present 
engaged on a tricycle specially suited for being, electrically 
propelled, and in which, among other improvements over 
the present machine, will be so arranged that not merely the 
rider but also the accumulators will be hung on springs. In 
their present form of electri0 tricycle, the ordinary treadles 
to be worked by the feet are entirely absent, but in their 
first form the treadles were left all �o that the feet and the 
electric propulsion could, when going up steep hills, be 
used to belp one another, an advantage which may lead 
them, we are told, to introduce foot treadles as a supplement 
to the main electric driving power in their third and newest 
form of electric tricycle.-Electrical Review. 

comes necessary, in order to produce rapidly returnin� sig- by a different and opposite current from that of the element 
nals at the distant end of a wire, first to electrify the WIre by which precedes it, and from that of the element whieh fol
some convenient source of electricity, and then to rapidly lows it. It is to this device that much of the success of the 
discharge or neutralize this charge and restore the wire to its system is due, and it "hould he understood that this reversal 
original condition of non-electrification, in order to produce of the signs is produced automatically by the perforating 
a second signal by a second charge. On some lines, such as apparatus, independent of the will of the operator. . 
submarine cables, the non-electrified or neutral state is never We will now describe the tran,mitting apparatus by which 
completely produced, but, instead, the existing charge is these currents are sent to line. Fig 3 is a diagram of the 
very much weakened and the signals are produced by the transmitting wheel, pens, and connections. A represents a 
difference between high and low electrical states, the differ- I platinum faced metallic wheel divided longitudinally by a 
ence between the two conditions being the actual working disk of ebonite into two portions elE'ctrically, and pivoted at 
margin, and the greater this difference the clearer and more pp. This wheel is revolved rapidly by a crank worked by 
distinct are the signals received. hand, and one side is in electrical connection with the zinc 
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AUTO MATIC TELEG RAPHY. 

It follows, from what has been said, that if a current' be pole of a battery of 50 carbon elements, while the other half 
sent to liJ;e from the copper or carbon ]lole of a battery for of the wheel is in contact with the carbon pole of another 
a lf'ngth of time sufficient to produce a Morse dot at the dis- battery of the Bame number of cells. The pens are formed 

I tant end, the tendency will be for it to prolong itself and to by a metallic frame in electrical connection with two steel 
. produce, relatively speaking, in a rapid system where the wireS. The perforated slip of paper is carried rapidly by 
signals follow one another with great velocity, a Morse dash. friction rollers between the wheel and the wires. It will be 

THE AMERICAN RAPID TELEGRAPH COMPANY'S SYSTEM. 

NOT many of the readers of The Operator, perhaps, are 
aware of the extent to which automatic telegraphy has been 
developed in this country by the American Rapid Company. 
We have thought that some ac�ount of the work of the 
company, together with a description of its system, might 
be of interest. 

But if the emission of the copper current be succeeded im- seen at a glance how this arrangement produces the pulsa
mediately by a short zinc current, the charge remaining in tions of the requisite polarity at the distant end. The pens 
the wire will be neutralized, the false" tail" of the dot bitten make contact w ith the wheel whenever a bole in the paper 
off, so to speak, and a dot will be produced at the distant passes under one of them, while the pens are insulated from 
end. N ow, on the other hand, if it be desired to send a dash, ! the wheel by the paper, in the spaces of unperforated paper 
it is only necessary to send two dots in rapiynccession, be-

I 
between the holes. 

. 

fore a reverse current is transmitted, 10. insure a sufficient Fig. 4 shows the receiving apparatus. A is a platinum 
elo.ngation of the dot currents to prod-uce a dash at the distant faced whflel, pivoted at pp. The pens are two steel wires 
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FIG. 1 

By this system, as at present organized, messages are station. BoUrof these principles have been very ingeniously 
taken from the receiving counter and carried by pneumatic used in devising the apparatus used by the American Rapid 
tubes or messengers to an operator working an Anderson Company, and we shall now explain the details of the ma
perforating machine, of which there are usually six to eight ,chinery in actual operation. 
required to prepare the dispatches for one busy wire. The' First. it should be stated that, for reasons foreshadowed in 
perforated slips are handed by the perforating operator'to a the above theoretical considerations, the spaced letters 
transmitting operator, who winds the paper slip, usually of the ordinary Morse alphabet cannot be conveniently used 
containing five dispatches at a time, on a spindle and then in this system, and the following characters have therefore 
passes it rapidly through the transmitter, to be described been substituted for them: 
hereafter. Tbis process transij)itfl the message over the 
wire, at an average ra'te of 400 words per minute, to the 
dist<int station, where it is recorded in b lue dots and lines 
on a strip of yellow paper. This strip is handed to an 
operator working a Remington type-writing machine, by 
whom it is translated, and written on the delivery blank in 
Roman characters. . 

Taking the business of one day, haphazard, on the Boston 
wire, the actual performance was as follows: 4,000 mesEages 
were sent between 8 A.M. and 6"r.M., on one wire, and the 

C .......... -- - - z ........... . 
R ... ....... - -- - & .......... .. 
L ........... --- T h  
0 ..  " .. . .... --- - St .......... . 
y .. - . ... . ... --- - -

The combinations th and st are each assigned a separate 
character, on account of their frequent recurrence in ordinary 
English. The Roman system of notation is used for the 

- ,�- - .. -- - r--� -"... 
---- - -------- [�'- -'- --" -

FIG. 2. 

average time consumed in perforation, transmission, trans
lation, and delivery was nine minutes per message. Some of 
these messages were received at branch offices in New York 
and delivered through branch offices in Boston. 

One perforating operator will average 300 mes8ages per 
day, while a type-writer will handle 240 messages. The best 
average time made by the perforators is 45 words per 
minute. and by the type-writers, who translate from Morse 
characters as they write, 30 words per minute. 

Some idea of the magn itude of the business of the New 
York office may be gathered from the following statistics: 
There are entering this office 17 main wires and 44 loops, 
and there are employed 9 automatic operators, 38 Morse 
operators, 20 perforators, 24 type-writers, and 34 clerks and 
messengers. The delivery department employs. 130 mes
sengers. 36 Mnrse instruments, 1,000 cells of carbon and 
1,600 cells of Callaud battery are also in constant use. The 

office handles an average of 11,500 messages per day. There 
are 38 more operators employed in 33 branch offices in this 

FIG. 3. 

transmission of numbers, and there are no numerals in the 
code. 

The perforatin g machine is an apparatns about the size of 
an 9rdinary sewing machine table, having in front all of the 
keys necessary, one for each letter or combination of letters 
in the alphabet. These keys, when depressed, actuate a set 
of punches, which perforate a series of round holes in a mov
ing fillet of paper. There are no dashes in the perforated 
slip, dashes being represented by a succession of dots on the 
same side of the slip. Steam power, transmitted by belts 
and pulleys, operates the puncbes, feeds the paper, and de
termines the movement of the punches eithpr a.£!·ainst the 
upper or lower margins of the paper, the sole function of tile 
operator being to depn�ss the proper key. A space character, 
represented on the slil) by four successive dots, is perforated 
after each letter, and two of such space characters are sent 
after each word. Fig. 1 shows tlw first nine letters of the 
alphabet, in the regular order of the letters in English, as 
perforated and ready for actual transmission. 

It will be observed that no two dots occur in succession on 
the same line, unless they are intended to represent a dash, and 
tiJat two groups of two dots in successon, intended to repre
sent two dashes in succession, are placed on opposite lines. 

city, some of which work direct with distant points; the Fig 2 shows the same characters, as received on the chem
remainder send their business on Morse wires to the main ical paper in the distant end of the line. By comparing Figs. 
office. The business of the main office is directed by Messrs. 1 and 2, the exact reproduction in Fig. 21)f the perforations 
George A. Hinman, manager and city superintendent; Samuel in Fig. 1 will be ohserved; but a short description of the 

K. Dingle, chief operator; H. J. Malone, chief operator of letter a, as an example, will perhaps make the matter clearer. 
city lines; E. L. Rockwell, traffic chief; and E. W. Venable, The first dot of the a in Fig. 1, perforated in the lower 
night manager. line, allows of one emission of say a zinc current by the 

It remains now to describe the apparatus and electrical transmitter, and is reproduced as the first dot in the upper 
arrangements used to transmit Morse characters over long line in Fig. 2. This would be "tailed" out into a dash by 
lines, rea "bing to Boston, Buffalo, Pittsburg, and other the static charge of the line, were it not immediately followed 
distant places. The chief obstacle to high speed of trans by a copper current sent by the transmitter when the first 
mission on long lines is static induction, and this i.s the rock dot on the upper line comes under the transmitting pen. 
on which most fast systems have split. By static induction This dot is immediately succeeded by another dot, and these 
is meant that condition of a long and well insulated can·. two dots" tail" into a dash, as showu i.mmediately after the 
ductor which follows when the circuit is closed for an in- dot in Fig. 2, in the lower line of characters. This forms 
stant, and the current t'rom a battery flows out to line and the complete a, but this last dash would" tail" out into an 
the circuit is then opened again and the current interrupted. indefinite and uncertain length were it not followed by the 
It is found that the conductor absorbs a charge of electricity four spacing dots in the lower line (Fig. 1), which tail into 
somewhat in the fashion t hat a sponge absorbs water , and the long spacing dash in the upper line of Fig. 2. These 

retains it for an appreciable length of time, unless some spe- are succeeded by an opposite current to produce the letter b, 
cial means are used to squeeze it out again, and thus cl�r the and so on indefinitely, so that each element of a Morse char
line for the reception of a second current. It therefore be- acter, no matter whether it be a dot or a dash, is produced 
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connected to line and ground respectively. Chemically pre
paJ:,e<:j paper is drawn rapidly hetween the wheel and the pens 
by suitable mechanism operatpd by hand, and the passage of 
the. currents from the line pen through the paper, 
wheel, and ground pen stains blue marks on the paper 
as long as thf' current flows. The solution used to pre
pare the paper is composed as follows: Nitrate ammonia, 2 
lb. ; muriate ammonia, 2 IQ. ; ferricyanide of potassium, 1 
oz.; water, 1 gallon. 

In the actual working of the system the Morse key and 
sounder and Siemens relay are used for callinz, answering, 
and giving" OK." to messages. A transmittlllg machine, 
receiving apparatus, and complete Morse spt are mounted on 
one table, nnd are attended by a Morse operator and 1m assis
tant. usually a girl, who operates the receiving apparatus. 

Fig. 5 shows the connectionR and arrangements of the 
three sets of apparatus on one table, being a complete set 
of the electrical apparatus required for one wire. Of course, 
sending and receiving go on alternately, usually five mes
sages at one time being exchanged. 

An inspection of the diagram will show how the connec
tions are made and the course of the current through the 
three different sets of apparatus, as the switches are turned. 
The transfer switches, with the levers 1, 2, and 3, are used 
for connecting the line and battery wires with the Morse 
automatic gending or automatic receiving apparatus respec
tively. They are so arranged that a movement in one direc· 
tion places levers 1 and 2 of the same switch in metallic con
nection with each other, leaving lever 3 insulated; whIle a 
movement in the other direction places levers 1 and 3 in sim
ilar connection, leaving lever 2 insulated. A pivot arm 
attached to the switches causes the pens to be lifted from 
the receiving and transmitting wheels with the same mOVe
ment that shifts the switches. 'l'he switch below the Morse 
key is used in the same manner as the ordinary circuit closer 
of a Morse key, although its connections are different. A 
movement toward the spectator co-n·nects its lever to �he 

c,-(,."trlll,t"c:'
fiC'((t""� 

FIG. 5.-THE OHEMICAL TELEG RAPH APPA RATUS. 

lower stud, and the key is then ready for Morse sending. A 
movement toward the top of the sketch connects the lever 
with the upper stud, and the key lever then rests on its back 
contact, but is disconnected from the mainline, and therefore 
does not affect the course of currents through the automatic 
portions of the apparatus. The transfer switches, with levers 
1,2, and 3, are moved toward the bottom of the drawing, and 

levers 1 and 3 are thereby placed in contact for Morse trans
mission. and receiving; the rig ht hand switch is moved toward 
the top of the dra wing, and levers 1 and 2 are t.here by placed 
in contact for automatic transmission; the left hand switch 
is placed with levers 1 and 2 in contact for automatic re
ception. The course of the current can readily be traced b y  
the aid of the diagraJll.-Tlte Operator. 

A NEW DEVELOPER FOR GELATINE PLATES. 
By M. OHARDON. 

Water ............ : ................. 100 c. c. 
Oxalate of potass ................. , .. 20 grammes. 
Lactate of iron . . . . _ _  . .. . ......... 10 " 
Bromide potass, . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . ... 0.10 " 
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